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NEW AQUATIC CENTER

Building

Demolished
BY TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER
On October 1st, the new
Campus Village dormitory
opened its doors to over 800
new freshman. CV2, as the
new building is called, was set
to open at the end of August.
According to San Jose State’s
website, the move-in date was
pushed back to October due to
delays in elevator certification

cards and faulty fire alarms.
The new dorms are home to the
almost 800 new freshman who
were displaced to the Bricks
while CV2 was finalizing last
minute details.
During the summer, the
Bricks, which have been on San
Jose State’s campus since the
1960’s, were to be demolished
due to the newest construction
plan for the University. San
Jose State was set to start

CAMPUS

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

building the Spartan Aquatic
Recreation Center (SARC) this
summer. The school website
said the initial start month for
construction would be August
of 2016.
Because of CV2 delays,
construction on the SARC could
not commence until students
were fully moved out of Royce
and Hoover Hall.

See DAMAGE page 2

TAYLOR JONES | SPARTAN DAILY
Fences surround the former Aquatic Center as workers commence the long-awaited demolition
that will allow construction to begin on the new Spartan Aquatic and Recreation Center.

31ST ANNUAL FRIENDSHIP GAMES

Pilipino students get SPUF’d out
BY DANIEL LAZO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA | SPARTAN DAILY

Pumpkin art
comes back
BY VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA
STAFF WRITER
It’s Cinderella’s dream came true as
San Jose State’s Glass Artist Guild held
their annual glass pumpkin sale at the
Paseo de Cesar Chavez this week.
The colorful array of hand blown glass
pumpkins flooded their table all week.
The sale started on Monday and finishes
off Thursday. Depending on the size the
glass pumpkins ranged from $15 to $75.
“Glass pumpkins have been our
tradition, people really like them and
it’s something more permanent rather
than an actual pumpkin,” said Adan
Fernandez senior design studies student
and president of the Glass Artist Guild.
Funds from the sale help fund the
glass studio for material such as glass

See

GLASS page 4

Spartan Daily Twitter
poll results

Is Greek Life good for
our campus?
77% Yes
23% No
319 votes - Current Results

Costumes, props, and a huge
amount of school spirit hit Cal
State Fullerton on Saturday for
the 31st annual Friendship Games
competition. San Jose State’s
very own Pilipino-American
organization,
AkbayanSJSU,
participated in the competition.
Hosted by Cal State Fullerton’s
Pilipino-American organization,
PASA Kaibigan, Friendship
games invited over 40 PilipinoAmerican collegiate organizations
RIZZABEL NAGAR | CONTRIBUTOR
from all around California,
AkbayanSJSU’s S.P.U.F. Master, Edgar Domingo, leads SJSU as they “spuffed” against
Nevada and Arizona.
Mount Saint Mary’s University’s Pilipino-American’s organization, Pangkat Pilipino
Each year, campuses would

choose a unique theme to best
represent their schools’ spirit,
pride, unity and friendship, or
commonly known as S.P.U.F.
In wanting to be different
from the past five years of
intense themes, which included
vikings, sharks, Ghostbusters
and convicts. AkbayanSJSU’s
Friendship Games Coordinator
Julian Cagonot chose “Dora the
Explorer” as his vision.
“In 2010, zombies won two
trophies. Ever since, SJSU chose
very intense themes and barely
won anything,” Cagonot said,
“Now, we’ve made a new legacy.”

See COSTUMES page 2

BOOKSTORE

Closing cause for
consternation
BY RYAN BARNHART
STAFF WRITER
The San Jose State University
Spartan Bookstore temporarily
closed its doors earlier this
week as it prepares to move
to its new location in the East
Wing of the Student Union.
The bookstore will remain
closed until Monday.
While the the relocation
of the bookstore was first
conceptualized when the idea
of renovating the Student
Union first came about 10
years ago, the bookstore has
been waiting to transition to its
permanent location for the past
couple of years.
“Our old store which was
located in the center of the
building we move out of about
two and a half years and moved
into this which was supposed to

be a temporary location for us,”
said Jessie Nelson, manager of
the Spartan Bookstore. “They
finished up the main part of the
Student Union building and
then they just finished up the
bookstore earlier this month.”
Despite notices of the closure
on the bookstore’s website,
as well as signs around the
Student Union, many students
and alumni were unaware of
the sudden closure.
“I live in Palo Alto … but
I came here so I thought to
get something,” said SJSU
alumnus Prudvi Chandra. “But
it’s okay, I’ll be coming back
when it’s open.”
Though the temporary
closure of the bookstore may
be nothing more than a slight
annoyance to those that want
to purchase some apparel, it
can be a bit more frustrating

to those who need school
supplies during the middle of
the semester.
“I’m totally freaked out and
bummed out because I needed
a Scantron for my test,” said
junior Mercedes Martinez.
“So yeah, it’s bumming me out
because I don’t have access to
my Scantron.”
This may be of concern
RYAN BARNHART | SPARTAN DAILY
to both the students and
The Spartan Bookstore prepares its move its new
management, but the bookstore location as they temporarily closed its doors.

See SHUTDOWN page 2
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were fully moved out of
Royce and Hoover Hall.
Now, with almost all of
the new freshmen moved
into the brand new dorms,
construction on the new
facility can start happening.
According to SJSU’s
website, the SARC will
feature better facilities for
student athletes and regular
students. The building
will have a new pool, an
additional
gymnasium
with weights, fitness center
and a rock wall among
other amenities.
For some, waiting for
the SARC’s completion
will be rewarding in
the end, especially for
future students.
“I won’t be here when
it’s finished, but I believe
it’s great for future
Spartans to have such
a nice aquatic center
with better resources for
them,” said Lisa Ellis, a
fourth year global studies
student and Spartan swim
team member.
SJSU is investing time
and money into making
the new aquatic center
great for both students and
athletes alike.
According to San Jose
State’s website, the total
cost of the new center will
be $130 million.
The money will go
toward a bigger facility
that will house a rock
climbing wall, a threecourt gym, a one-eighthof-a-mile indoor track,
two casual lounge areas,
20,000 ft of fitness and
cardio, three group fitness
studios, a spin room and
two pools.
With construction starting
on the SARC — demolition
started on Monday of this
week — many San Jose State
students are not happy with
the construction on campus.
“Students and professors
are displaced by the
insufferable
distractions
caused by the university’s
poor planning and lack
of consideration for the
consequences
of
their
actions,” said Jerry Li, a
senior English student.
“Noise created by machinery
and workers disrupts the
learning environment on
campus. We the students
and professors, are not
satisfied with San Jose State
University’s lack of attention
for students’ educations.”
The new aquatic center
should be completed by 2018
according to SJSU’s website.
Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tay95_jones

had few opportunities to make the
move for the rest of the semester
and the near future.
“It’s the best time for us …
otherwise we would have to wait
until the summer,” Nelson said.
Any other students that may

have the same worry during
midterm season can breath a sigh
of relief, as the bookstore has
helped to provide an alternative
to students in need of Scantrons
for their exams.
“We made all of the Scantrons
and bluebooks and those sorts of
things available to students free
of charge in the Student Union,”
Nelson said. “They just have to

go by and tell them they need a
Scantron and they are available
to them.”
Alternatively,
test-taking
materials are also available for
sale at the Village Market as
well as Just Below.
Those that are looking to buy
Spartan themed clothing will
have to wait until the reopening
of the bookstore, as all online

orders placed during the week
of closing will not be processed
until it reopens, according to the
Spartan Bookstore website.
The Spartan Bookstore will
reopen in the Eastern Wing of
the Student Union Monday at
7:30 a.m.

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart

COSTUMES
Continued from page 1
Friendship Games consisted of
two competitions, one of them
being S.P.U.F. in which schools
go against each other with
creative cheers that go with the
school’s’ theme. The other aspect
is the field games portion or
commonly known as “Games.”
Sophomore
computer
engineering major, and a firsttimer to Friendship Games,
Benjamin Perez described
S.P.U.F. to be “competitive
cheering that emphasizes on
creativity and thinking on
your feet.”
If one school were to duel
another in S.P.U.F., they would
take turns in presenting their
themed skits and cheers.
At the end of the cheeroff, representatives of the
organizations
would
give
gifts to the presidents of their
respective organizations.
“It’s really great way to get out
of your comfort zone,” freshman
pre-nursing major Janice Tottoc
said, “If you were to chose a first
step in your college experience,
Friendship Games is the way to
do it.”
According to Cagonot, SJSU
had “S.P.U.F.’d” about half of
the 40 schools.
S.P.U.F. may be a foundation
of Friendship Games, but energy
and motivation could easily
become lost even after one
S.P.U.F. battle. Popping cough
drops and laying under the
shade of the canopies provided
only temporary respites.
By noon, many of the schools
took breaks from “SPUF-ing”
and would watch their respective
Games team compete against in
the Games aspect.
The
Games
consist
in
five unique relay-race-type
activities.
Each
game
is
generally a race from one side
to the other, but in varying tasks
and amount of players.
For example, according to
senior hospitality management
major Jose Pardo, Nasty is “a
relay race where each person
has to pass a PVC pipe that is in
between their legs to the other
person without their hands.”
“It’s called ‘Nasty’ because
it is a really nasty game.
It requires a lot of human
contact that many may find
uncomfortable,” Pardo said.
SJSU won first in every

RIZZABEL NAGAR | CONTRIBUTOR
Senior hospitality management major Jose Pardo runs down Cal State Fullerton’s field with a PVC pipe between his legs. Pardo
represented San Jose State’s Pilipino-American organization, AkbayanSJSU, in the game called, “Nasty.”

single game, except a second
place in Conveyor.
As SJSU made second of the
top three schools, first being
Dominican
University
and
third being UC Merced, the trio
would compete for first in a
final round, which is commonly
known as Final Rampage.
For this final game, two men
and two women are chosen from
each school to do a series of 10
unknown challenges.
The activities ranged from very
intensive physical movements to
intellectual trivia.
“I found sweeping dry leaves
off a tarp blindfolded to be
the most difficult task as an
individual,” Pardo said, “But
the hardest task as a team was
passing a volleyball between
four people but with the last
person having to headbutt it into
a trash can.”
Other activities included:
running suicides with the
Nasty stick, doing burpees,
bear-crawling, finishing a quiz
on Pilipino cultural dances,
transferring a tennis ball into
a cup without using any hands,
flipping water bottles, guessing
items blindfolded, and sliding
across a slip-n-slide.
SJSU ended with fastest time
at about 13 minutes, but took

RIZZABEL NAGAR | CONTRIBUTOR
AkbayanSJSU’s “Games” team tries to rake all the leaves off the tarp as part of one of the
activities in “Final Rampage.”

a two-minute penalty for the
guessing game.
Despite the competitiveness,
the remaining top three schools
ended the games with highfives, hugs, laughs and selfies.
As the event ended and the
campus cleared up, schools were
invited to the afterparty held at
the Yost Theater in Santa Ana,
California. There, CSU Pasa
Kaibigan announced the winners
of both the Games and the SPUF
trophy, in which AkbayanSJSU
won both second place in Games,
and fi rst place in S.P.U.F.
“When I heard that we won two
trophies, I started jumping on
the seats,” Tottoc said, “I didn’t

care that one of the bouncers
was flashing his light at me.”
When
looking
back
at
Friendship Games, Cagonot
reminisced a S.P.U.F. off UC
Santa
Barabara’s
Pilipino
collegiate organization.
“When the Dora balloon’s head
flew off, it uplifted our spirits,”
Cagonot said, “It was really
hot and we were really tired.
But as our prop floated away,
we all laughed. It reminded us
that Friendship Games is all
about fun and making unique
memories. It’s a time that we
will never forget.”
Follow Daniel on Twitter
@dinomandaniel
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GLASS
Continued from page 1
glass nuggets and color powders,
Ali Troy, senior design studies
student and Guild member,
said. Sales profits will also go
to scholarships to help students
attend the glass conference
later this year.
“They make excellent gifts,
that and glass is forever,” Troy
said. “It will never degrade as
long as you take good care of
it and dust it off every now and

again it’s one of those pieces
you can leave up year round.”
The Glass Artist Guild gathers
every Saturday to create about
500 pumpkins for this sale.
For a six-hour block, members
of the Guild join and create
pumpkins.
Each
pumpkin
takes roughly 20 minutes from
coloring, blowing, molding,
shaping and cooling the glass.
This amounts to more than 160
hours of labor.
“There’s a piece of the person
making it that goes into them,”
Fernandez said. “It’s a very

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA | SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State University’s Glass Artist Guild made about 500 glass pumpkins for its
annual pumpkin sale at the Paseo de Cesar Chavez.

unique process, it’s like a one
of a kind thing and it’s a fun
material to work with.”
Fernandez, who made close
to 100 glass pumpkins for the
sale, said it is hard work and
the shop often gets really hot.
The Glass Artist Guild meets
twice a month and is a part
of the topics in glass (ART
140) course. “Being part of
the of the community and just
trying to help the Guild kind of
grow, that’s the main reason,”
Fernandez said about becoming
the Guild’s president.
You must be a student enrolled
in ART 140 to join the Glass
Artist Guild, but the course has
no prerequisites.
“There’s no set rules that you
have to follow,” Fernandez said.
Members of the Guild have the
freedom to create whatever
shape and color pumpkin they
wish to make.
The glass used to create these
pumpkins is silica. It is put
in a melting pot and heated
to between 2,100 and 2,200
degrees Fahrenheit, according
to fine arts graduate student
and Guild member, Minami

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA | SPARTAN DAILY
President of the Glass Artist Guild Adan Fernandez (center) and fine arts graduate
student Minami Oya (left) help out at the sales table.

Oya, who was working the sale
Wednesday morning.
After being heated, the silica
takes on a thick honey-like
consistency and is then coiled
onto a steel pipe and then they
blow and shape their pumpkin.
The artists then blow air into
the glass, using a mold to get the
detailed ridges on the pumpkins.
Oya said the hardest part
about creating the glass
pumpkins is the stem of the
pumpkin. Wanting to give the
pumpkin stem a good curl and
an organic look is important.

This holiday season, the Glass
Artist Guild will be creating
snowmen, Christmas trees and
Christmas ornaments to put for
sale at the end of November. In
the spring they create Easter
bunnies for Easter.
The Glass Artist Guild will
open up their pumpkin sale
again from Nov. 21-22 before
the Thanksgiving holiday.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@vinceserna_

DOCUMENTARY REVIEW

Inspiring baseball documentary involves SJSU student
Roscoe Bryant’s childhood story captivates campus audience
BY LUKE JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER
Ghost Town to Havana is a compelling,
heart-wrenching documentary that has
direct ties to San Jose State University.
It focuses on two youth baseball teams
in struggling communities from different
worlds: Oakland, Calif. and Havana, Cuba.
The movie made me partially jealous
of Cuban kids — which is something I
thought I’d never say considering they
live in a dictatorship and some of them
don’t even own shoes. But each kid on the
baseball team had approximately 10 adults
claim to be parent-like figures, something
that contrasted the kids in Oakland.
San Jose State sociology senior Roscoe
Bryant III was a player on a recreational
team coached by his father in Ghost Town,
a neighborhood with a high crime rate in
West Oakland. SJSU hosted a free showing
of the documentary in the Student Union
Theater Wednesday evening with Roscoe
Bryant Jr., Roscoe Bryant III, fellow
player Rontral Arcement, filmmaker
Eugene Corr and approximately 150 other
spectators in attendance.
Several kids on the Ghost Town team had
what Roscoe Bryant Jr. described as “unfair
lives.” Arcement never met his father, and
was taken away from his mother when he

was six months old for child abuse. Other
kids had absent fathers too, and some of
them were lost to homicide. One night
during the filming of the documentary, a
bullet went through Roscoe Bryant III’s
window when he was thirteen years old,
and it barely missed him as it passed
through the sides of his mattress.
As a former Little League All Star in the
East Bay myself, I could relate to a certain
extent. I also have never met my biological
father, and never had an older male figure
in my life — which is why I was slightly
envious of those youth Cuban baseball
players who basically had three dads each,
and were constantly smiling from ear-toear. Sure, I had shoes, but would I rather
have three pairs of shoes and no dad, or
three dads and no shoes?
Some of the players’ parents in Cuba
lived under extreme conditions of poverty
with a monthly salaries ranging from $14
to $25 per month. It made me wonder
— how can a parent raise a family to
any extent with that type of money?
Apparently, the money I can make writing
two articles a month for a United States
publication would make me a wealthy
resident in Cuba as a single independent.
The producer and director of the film,
Corr, was motivated to tell this story
by his passion for the diamond, and his

Daily Staff Halloween Movie Favorties
Corpse Bride
Tim Burton directs this stop
motion animation movie about a
groom that accidentaly raises the
corpse of a long dead bride.

Hocus Pocus
A teenager unknowingly brings
back to life three witches who
wreaked havoc on a small New
England town 300 years ago.

Halloweentown
Disney Channel Original
movie that features a young girl
who learns she is a witch and visits
Halloweentown.

The Exorcist
A young woman is plagued with a
demonic possession and her
mother seeks the help of preists to
save her.

Psycho
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock
a young man living with his
over-domineering mother brings
new meaning to the term “mama’s
boy.”

sorrow for the dwindling number of
youth athletic programs in inner cities.
He connected and acquainted the two
teams, and they spent two and a half years
planning a friendly exhibition game.
When the Ghost Town team finally
flew to Havana and bonded for a week,
it proved that sports are more than wins
and losses, but an important factor in
developing the character of children.
Among other positive outcomes, kids

The Nightmare
Before Christmas
A stop motion animation movie
that tells the story of a Halloween
king learning about Christmas.

Follow Luke on Twitter
@scoop_johnson

Jump
Start
Your
Future.
San Jose State University
Students, Faculty & Staff
Are All Eligible To Join!
Show us your SJSU Student I.D.
at our City Centre Branch and
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT!*

Scream
A young girl is terrorized by a man
in a ghost face mask, who is killing
people she cares for.

were motivated to mature and succeed
instead of getting in trouble in the streets
and at school in order to play baseball.
After the free screening, the crowd
gave a standing ovation, and at least a
dozen attendees thanked the members of
the film for their inspiration. Corr said he
plans to release the movie in 2017.



Free Rewards Checking;
No minimum balance or
Direct Deposit requirement.



Free Online and Mobile Banking



Free, unlimited ATM use at
CO-OP network, 7-Eleven Stores
and County Federal ATM Locations.



Free Car Buying Service
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Free Financial Education Seminars.



Multiple Branch Locations, many
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Santa Clara County
Federal Credit Union
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San Jose, CA 95112
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*Redeemable only at the City Centre Branch

Under Wraps
The story of a mummy that comes
back to life and the young man that
helps him back to the land of the
dead.
INFOGRAPHIC BY SAJA MOHAMED | SPARTAN DAILY
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For Life
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WRESTLING REVIEW

Smackdown outperforms WWE’s flagship show
BY LUKE JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER
Monday Night Raw
The best way to sum up the past two weeks
of Monday Night Raw is: “New Era,” same
old crap.
WWE’s flagship show is similar to World
Championship Wrestling in 1999 with starstudded main-event talent but a lackadaisical
lower-midcard. With three-hour episodes it
appears as if the creative team is filling space
with last-minute ideas.
The best storyline in the business right now
is “the list of Jericho.” It perfectly intertwines
with Chris Jericho’s questionable “best
friend” legitimacy with Kevin Owens, and
Seth Rollins’s pursuit of Owen’s Universal
Championship at Hell in a Cell this Sunday.
Jericho returned to WWE in January
overweight and washed up, but reinvented
himself as one of the most entertaining and
purposeful characters today, and proved he
still has a lot left in the tank at 45 years old.
Whoever is in charge of the cruiserweight
division needs to be chokeslammed through
the Spanish announce table. The division of
smaller and faster competitors is making the
same mistakes WCW did multiplied by 10.
It was a consensus in hindsight that WCW
mishandled the cruiserweights in the late
1990s by never putting them up against main
event wrestlers, and having them fight each
other constantly.
In 2016, not only are the same five wrestlers
competing against each other in a circle of
matches, but they are performing with a
different colored ring and lighting to make it
look like a different show entirely.
Sasha Banks and Charlotte go together better
than milk and cookies, and have established
the greatest female rivalry in the history of pro
wrestling. I can’t wait for their match Sunday
inside Hell in a Cell, and I expect it to be one
of the top ten matches of the year. Their triplethreat match at Wrestlemania 32 with Becky
Lynch was the greatest women’s match ever,
and their other encounters on Raw and at
Summerslam rank in the top 20.

Smackdown Live
Smackdown Live has been the hottest show
in professional wrestling on Tuesday nights,
despite the contrary TV ratings.
It has officially been the James Ellsworth
Show the past two weeks, and that’s awesome.
He looks like he weighs 150 pounds without
an ounce of muscle, and although he has
limitations, he is able to connect with the
audience with superstar caliber. WWE World
Heavyweight Champ AJ Styles has portrayed
the perfect bully the past few weeks and I can’t
wait to see where the storyline goes.
Something that really surprised and
impressed me was Nikki Bella and Carmella’s
promo last week. Bella has been notoriously
awful on the mic over her 10-year WWE
career with her middle school theater acting
skills, but when newcomer Carmella fired
some verbal shots, Bella delivered the
performance of her life.
Carmella blurred the lines between reality
and entertainment when she essentially said
Bella slept her way to the top of the business
with long-time boyfriend and franchise
spokesperson John Cena. Bella retaliated by
comparing Carmella to every “troll on the
internet” and said she does not need Cena
because she stars in two reality shows and
makes her own money. Their rivalry started
off stale and unoriginal with weekly and
meaningless sneak attacks, but has now heated
up into something interesting.
Anything with Curt Hawkins’s name
attached to it smells like fecal matter. This has
been WWE’s worst signing in recent memory.
He was formerly signed to WWE for eight
years, spent about three years on the main
roster and never became popular. In his two
years away from WWE he couldn’t make the
slightest name for himself on the independent
circuit. And now he is stealing Eva Marie’s
storyline from two months ago, before she was
suspended for violating the wellness policy. He
comes out with an obnoxious narration during
his entrance and makes excuses to postpone
his in-ring return.

NXT
NXT has aired its best two episodes since
Raw and Smackdown raided its roster during
the expansion draft in July.
That is NXT’s main purpose: to get its
best wrestlers to Raw and Smackdown. It
always has a great knack of establishing new,
intriguing characters over a short period of
time by putting over homegrown talent like
“The Perfect 10” Tye Dillinger and bringing
in popular veterans like Bobby Roode.
I’m not particularly a fan of NXT Champion
Shinsuke Nakamura even though his
connection to the crowd is incomparable
to anyone who has been in NXT. He isn’t a
believable ass kicker to me, and none of his
promos have won me over. Former champ
Samoa Joe is carrying this rivalry as he always
does in my opinion.
It’s compelling how NXT has made the Dusty
Rhodes Tag Team Classic more interesting

and desirable than any tag team tournament
on the main roster. My circle of wrestling
friends and I were waiting in anticipation
for the official bracket to come out. It’s an
excellent combination of experienced duos,
odd pairings and new wrestlers.
My eyes were glued to my monitor during
Sanity’s debut two weeks ago. I had no idea
what to expect. I didn’t know they were going
to be a stable, and I still don’t know what there
purpose is — which makes me very invested
into the story. This is the first time I’ve ever
cared about Eric Young, who is the apparent
leader.

Follow Luke on Twitter
@scoop_johnson

WWE’s Tops and Flops
opss
Best Storyline

The List of Jericho and questionable
friendship with Kevin Owens

Most Anticipated Match

Hell in Cell Women’s Championship:
H
Sasha Banks vs. Charlotte

DOCUMENTARY REVIEW

Worst Storyline

Curt Hawkins postponing debut

Least Anticipated Match

Cruiserweight Championship:
Brian Kendrick vs. TJ Perkins
INFOGRAPHIC BY LUKE JOHNSON | SPARTAN DAILY

‘The Rocky Horror Picture
Show’ remake stumbles
BY KARIANNE
STAFF WRITER

SUDYKA

Fox went through the time warp and brought
back a sweet transvestite on Thursday, Oct. 20
with a remake of the cult classic, ‘The Rocky
Horror Picture Show.’
The cast was filled with well-known names
from Victoria Justice of ‘Victorious’ as Janet
to Laverne Cox of ‘Orange is the New Black’
as Dr. Frank-N-Furter.
In order to celebrate its 40 years of
continuous theatrical distribution, Fox 21
Television Studios remade the cult classic
with Lou Adler, the executive producer for the
original ‘Rocky Horror.’
From the get-go, the audience is introduced
to Brad and Janet, two supposed lovebirds and
the main protagonists of the show. The couple
is attending their friends’ wedding and after a
quick song and dance entitled ‘Dammit Janet’
around the cemetery nearby the church, the
two are engaged.
Brad, played by Ryan McCartan, had a
very strong singing voice as well as a very
likable nerdy presence on screen. Meanwhile,
Justice lacked the similar presence. Though
her character is a stereotypical young woman
of the 1950s (soft-spoken, innocent, meek),
Justice should have had more of a voice to
match up with McCartan. In the original 1975
version, Susan Sarandon and Barry Bostwick
seemed to be able to match each other in
personality as well as in vocal presence.
Tim Curry, the original Dr. Frank-N-Furter
makes a cameo appearance in the remake as
the criminologist narrator and begins to tell
the story of Brad and Janet.
As the couple drives through a storm to
visit their former professor-turned-friend,
they end up getting a flat tire. The whole
time Justice continues to appear bored and
when singing, has a very breathy sound.
McCartan maintains his character as a
dorky, straight-cut stereotype. This is the
first time the audience is introduced to
Riff Raff, played by Reeve Carney, a butler
whose appearance is similar to Igor from
‘Frankenstein.’ When it is his turn to sing in
‘Over at the Frankenstein Place,’ he brings a
classic-rock sound into the song.
Carney’s version of the well-known ‘Time
Warp’ began with a country feel before the

song kicked off. There are times where he
sounds similar to the original, but when he
led Brad and Janet into the party, the song
became lackluster in energy. The whole
scene appeared as though the Fox producers
bought outfits from Hot Topic, threw glitter on
everyone and told them “do the dance, but in
slow-motion and make sure to look lethargic.”
At this point, not even Curry’s interluding
dance instructions could save the ‘Time Warp.’
Thankfully, Cox finally made her appearance
as Dr. Frank-N-Furter with the song ‘Sweet
Transvestite.’ The energy she brought with the
introductory song was quadruple what the rest
of the cast was bringing.
Every scene with Cox from there on out was
what drove the show. Later, Rocky’s reveal
song ‘Sword of Damocles’ was entertaining
thanks to the overreactions by Staz Nair as
Rocky Horror and Cox. Aside from good pop
vocals and the overreactions, the song was not
that memorable.
When Adam Lambert arrived as Eddie with
‘Hot Patootie - Bless My Soul,’ it was more
than evident how lower key the remake was,
despite having a much bigger budget than the
original. Lambert didn’t even go as far as he
could’ve with his role and song.
From there, it was continuous hits and misses
until the end.
Frank-N-Furter made the original ‘Rocky
Horror Picture Show’ memorable. The new
Frank-N-Furter did the same with the remake.
Cox’s portrayal is by no means the same as
Curry’s. However, she made the role her own
just as Curry did.
Overall, the remake honestly was not
horrible, nor was it as iconic as the original
1975 cult classic. ‘Time Warp’ was lacking
while ‘Rose Tint My World’ glittered like
gold. Fox made a decent tribute to the original
while trying to keep to the same energy. In
some time, the remake may too become its
own cult classic, but for now, if you want to
watch ‘The Rocky Horror Picture Show,’ it’s
best to stick with the true classic.

Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka
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Cultural appropriation is not a costume

DIANA SAN JUAN
STAFF WRITER
Like the popular film “Mean
Girls” told us, Halloween is the one
day in the year where you can be
anything you want and no one can
judge you. Wrong. If the costumes
“Classic Indian Girl,” “Western
Señorita” or “Asian Princess” are
on your list, I’m judging.
A skimpy outfit on Halloween
might get you double the looks, but it’s
the offensive ones that makes people
look more than twice in disbelief.
Halloween used to be a day where
your fantasies came true. You were
able to wear a plastic tiara on your
head and feel like the prettiest
princess reigning the block, or
rock a badge of honor that allowed
you to try out your future as a cop.
Today, it’s about wearing a culture

on your back.
Yandy, an online shop, sells
numerous costumes including a
“Native American Seductress,”
a “Sexy Shooter Happy Hour
Costume,” “Exotic Jewel of the
East” and “Gorgeous Pink Geisha.”
The
“Native
American
Seductress,”
needs
little
explaination costume except
that it’s a culture and a race and
shouldn’t be a costume to begin
with. The woman is wearing a
short brown dress with fringe and
feathers in her hair depicting what
American Indians actually wore in
the past.
The “Sexy Shooter Happy Hour”
costume features a woman wearing
a sombrero and a Mexican-flagcolored dress holding shot glasses.
Typical right? Mexicans are drunks
and we love to party. Wrong again.
The “Exotic Jewel of the East”
and “Gorgeous Pink Geisha” take
the Halloween cake. These two
costumes feature women wearing
traditional garments worn in the
Middle East and Japan. Cultures
are made up of traditions and

there’s no reason why there are
garments worn on this day.
Last year, a costume of ESPYS
award recipient Caitlin Jenner came
out and got an incredible amount of
attention for it being intended to be
worn on Halloween.
According to Time Magazine,
one of the companies that sold the
costume claimed that the costume
was made to celebrate Jenner, not
to make fun of her. However, a
picture of a male model with a wig
and hairy legs wearing heels said
otherwise. Many, including myself,
didn’t see how this wasn’t poking
fun at the transgender celebrity.
This year, the Disney movie
“Moana” made headlines even
before its premier date. A costume of
one of the main characters of the film
was going to be sold before Disney
pulled the plug on it. The costume
was made up of a brown jumpsuit
with tattoos and a grass skirt.
According to USA Today, “Disney
said it would no longer sell a boy’s
costume for a Polynesian character
that some Pacific Islanders have
compared to blackface.”

Benjamin Siepak

Sudoku Puzzle

Yandy’s Array of
Inappropriate Costumes

Blackface is another “costume”
that’s been worn on Halloween.
How is it possible to think that
it’s in any way okay to “wear”
someone’s skin color as a costume?
According to the Daily Mail,
Brock University in Canada
published a list of offensive
Halloween costumes that the
university was banning.
Day of the Dead inspired outfits,
blackface,
traditional
Native
Native American
Sexy Shooter
American costumes and Bill Cosby
Seductress
Happy Hour
costumes were among the banned
as well as any use of the Confederate
flag or anything that “represents a
culture’s traditional dress.”
Stores shouldn’t be allowed to sell
any of those costumes to begin with
and people shouldn’t be making
them at home either. Halloween
day is not a free pass to be racist.
If you really want to make some
heads turn this year, stick to the
Halloween costumes that don’t
Exotic Jewel of
Gorgeous
the East
Pink Geisha
depict someone’s race or culture.
I’ll take a slutty cop over someone
Information gathered from Yandy.com
in blackface any day.
Follow Diana on Twitter INFOGRAPHIC BY DIANA SAN JUAN | SPARTAN DAILY
@dianasj09
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ACROSS
1 It precedes an
important delivery
6 Certain construction girder
11 Director’s shout
14 Obviously shocked
15 Woman from uncle?
16 A wee hour
17 They make waves
19 Noshed
20 A Great Lake
21 Kind of
campus protest
23 Primary color, to a
printer
27 Grinds together,
as teeth
29 *HSSZVɈHZH
mission
30 Puzzle that’s a
stumper
31 Absolute bedlam
32 Thing to shift
33 Negative vote
36 Has the ___ for (is
attracted to)
37 Castle
ditches
38 Eye with desire
39 “The Lord of the
Rings” creature
40 Performers of
plays, collectively
41 Edible
MYLZO^H[LYÄZO
42 Raspy
44 “Goodness!”
45 How inferior goods
are made

47 Snitches
48 Some court hearings
49 Song performed
singly
50 Downs counterparts
51 Words after
“snap,” “bring” or
“call”
58 “Aw” follower
59 Bicker
60 Romance or drama, e.g.
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62 Not just wants
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18 Partner of crafts

22 “Liberal” attachment
23 ___ Man Randy
Savage
24 Dislike, and then
some
25 Some dairy products
26 Winged god of love
27 Pesky little biters
28 Steals,
old-style
30 Fill with happiness
32 Likely to make
stern orders
34 “The Cradle of
Texas Liberty”
35 Aden’s land
37 A soil
fertilizer
38 Face-to-face exam
40 Part of a tape
recorder
41 Fits in
43 Relative of
17-Across
44 Editor’s “remove it”
45 Do as the doctor
says
46 Abnormally active
47 Lugs
49 Thing behind drywall, typically
52 =HS\HISLYVJRÄUK
53 Display longevity?
54 Oolong,
for one
55 Quaint motel
56 Food crumb
57 “The Matrix” moniker
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Memes about suicide are insensitive and inappropriate

TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER
There are plenty of topics people
make fun of on the internet
nowadays. You have some people
making memes of bad elementary
school pictures while others use
old cartoon clips to tell the world
how they feel “when bae stops
texting” them.
One topic seems to stand out more
than others — and not in a good
way. There are certain people who
hate being a responsible member
of society and want to evoke that
feeling to their social media hub.
What better way to say “I hate
doing homework” than by posting

a picture of someone drinking
bleach with the caption “when I
have a s**t ton of homework to do”.
Seems so funny, right? Actually
no, you are wrong. Mental health
and suicide are not subjects to
take lightly. All of the joking
shows how insensitive some are to
the topic.
Suicide is not something people
should be using for ‘funny’
social media content. I cannot
comprehend why some even
think it is okay to post something
regarding the issue.
According to MedlinePlus,
“suicide is the act of taking one’s
own life on purpose.” The people
who consider committing suicide
have no intention of going on with
their lives, thinking that no one will
miss them when they are gone and
believing that life will be better if
they just were not there anymore.
Suicide can be brought upon
by depression or severe anxiety,
bipolar disorder and post-traumatic

stress disorder. People who have
experienced their loved ones taking
their own lives know that suicide is
a real thing and affects everyone
around them.
Since suicide is so bad, why is
it being made fun of social media
sites like Twitter? Why do I
consistently see Twitter users make
light of such a serious situation?
The only way I can think that
people think that suicide is funny
is because they do not take it
seriously. They do not know the
pain that it puts the person and
their loved ones through. Suicide
is a serious matter, yet I see jokes
made about it everyday on Twitter.
Just the other day, while
scrolling through my Twitter
feed, I could not help but noticing
multiple memes and jokes made
about suicide.
@LeafyIsHere, a Twitter user
and Youtube star, posted a photo
of a man looking at a noose with
the caption, “When people say they

don’t like suicide jokes.” The tweet
received over 465 retweets and
2,968 likes.
In the comment section, other
users were proclaiming how
people are “too sensitive” about
the topic of suicide, even though
it should be taken very seriously.
Some left ironic comments, like
@DolanDark who responded to
the tweet with “stop making fun of
suicide, kill yourself.”
It is apparent that suicide is a
joke to many, especially to the
pre-teen generation.
Another tweet that I came across
was from @Emmaverage saying
that “dad jokes are funny, suicide
jokes are funny, depression jokes
are funny because it is better to
laugh than cry. Comedy > sulking.”
While it may be true that laughter
is the best medicine to put oneself
out of a bad mood, it does not cure
suicidal thoughts, especially if
some of those “jokes” are about
killing yourself.

At the end of the day, people
can post whatever they want on
the internet. We live in a country
where people can do and say
whatever they feel like to the
dismay of others. If one wants to
joke about the seriousness that
is suicide, they have the right,
but that does not mean people
are not going to call them out for
their disrespectful banter. Suicide
is not something people should
take lightly, and joking about
the severity of it probably makes
people with suicidal thoughts think
about it even more.
If you are thinking about tweeting
out something in reference to
depression or suicide, you might
want to think again. Making a
joke regarding a person’s life and
well being makes you look like an
inconsiderate jerk. Think twice
before you joke about suicide.

Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tayj95_jones
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The Event Center, where both the men’s and women’s basketball teams practice and play games, consistently fails to fill the seats while other programs in the conference sell out each home game.

SJSU puts more balls in the basket than fans in the stands
BY SHELLISE WEST
STAFF WRITER
In its 159 years as an established
university, San Jose State’s athletic
programs have seen many ups and
downs, but have maintained the uphill
battle to bring its drifting sports culture
to prominence.
The recent lack of football game
attendance opens up the rough past that
San Jose State has endured trying to
build up its athletic programs.
African-American
studies
senior
Mariah Miller has watched the past four
years as each team has struggled to bring
in a solid fan base.
“If more people went to the games and
actually filled the student section, that
would make me want to attend more
often,” Miller said.
Bay Area institutions, such as UC
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The National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division I Committee on
Infractions panel gathered Wednesday
to discuss the consequences from an
incident that occurred in 2013.
Former SJSU women’s basketball
coach Tim La Kose is being punished
after falsely-claiming he was unaware
of violations that took place under his
watch three years ago.
The former head coach is faced with
a one-year probation, which started
yesterday, and will run into October of
next year, as well as a one-year-showcause. The show-cause makes him unable
to participate in any athletic activities
before or during postseason play.
The former coach will also face
public disapproval from the university
as well as a $5,000 fine.
The panel considered La Kose’s
actions unethical. He personally
invited and watched a player whose
grades disqualified her to participate

#7

in football and
basketball attendance
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Berkeley and Stanford, have built highly
energetic sports cultures that continue to
thrive despite a small drop in numbers in
the past several years according to CBS.
According to a report written by San
Jose State, about eight percent of students
attended games in 2003.
The CSU system continued to support
the team cutting seven programs
including the men’s track and field team

NCAA VIOLATION
BY DIANA SAN
STAFF WRITER

Mountain West
Conference is

in practices and conducted banned
athletics-related activities. He then
denied being aware that he was
violating any regulations.
La Kose resigned from his position
in 2013 after SJSU found out about the
violations but is taking responsibility
for his actions now.
The case reviewers were Melissa
Conboy, deputy director of athletics
at the University of Notre Dame,
Thomas Hill, senior policy advisor to
the president of Iowa State University,
Bobby Cremins, former head men’s
basketball coach at Georgia Tech,
Eleanor W. Myers, law professor at
Temple University, Joel Maturi, chief
hearing officer for the panel and former
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities,
athletics director and Joseph Novak,
former head football coach at Northern
Illinois University. All of the reviewers
are members of the Committee on
Infractions drawn from members of
the NCAA and of the public.

Follow Diana on Twitter
@dianasj09

expected to return in 2018.
In 2015, the NCAA recorded that over
15,000 students and community members
attended college football games.
After football, the highest-attended
sport in college athletics is basketball.
However, the men’s basketball team
has seen a minimal amount of students
and community, adding to the lack of
athletics culture on campus.
Empty seats in the Event Center
illustrate the current state of San Jose
State’s men’s basketball team. As of 2015,
the Spartans have seen 1,600 attendees at
their games.
The Event Center seats about 5,000

and has hosted famous keynote speakers,
political figures and musicians who
have held events that many community
members and students have attended.
Perhaps the team’s conference and/
or the prestige of its opponents could
potentially be a factor in gaining the
attention of students, who seem to be
more interested in sports teams that win.
Psychology senior Jabarri Mason
voiced his concern that the publicity the
team presents to students is an issue for
the Spartans game attendance.
“I feel like basketball games on campus
are not publicized enough. Most of the
time I only hear about games by word of
mouth,” Mason said.
Creating a fan base allows fans to see
what hard work is put in during practice
versus what is viewed on the court.
In order to create a influx of student
engagement with the team, the option
may be to simply get better, but that’s
much easier said than done.

Follow Shellise on Twitter
@soulfulpenned
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he did and I try to put that to football and
work my hardest.”
Football has been his life ever since he
was a kid, going forward he wants to try to
play pro, but also understands entering the
NFL is not easy.
“I want to take it to the next level with
football if I can,” Tago said. “But if not,
I plan on going back down south and
becoming a police officer.”
Before each game Tago said he tells the
team “We are all we got and we are all
we need” to inspire them before they take
the field.
Beyond the team game, every player has
their own way of pumping themselves up
before each game.
“In high school I used to eat a Subway
sandwich before each game,” Tago said.
“Now I just try and calm myself and even
listen to some R&B music to calm myself
down before games.”
Along with playing the game and working
with his teammates, Tago said he loves
all facets of the game, travelling, summer
practice and spring football after the season
is over.
“I love traveling,” Tago said. “I love seeing
all the different cities and meeting people
from those cities. Growing up you want to
play in that. They [Auburn University] had
thousands, I mean like a billion people it
was crazy and it was a great experience.”
Besides football, Tago started a family
of his own with his fiancee. They have two
kids and live in Southern California.
“I am pretty relaxed and kicked back
guy off the field,” Tago said. “I have two
daughters and a fiancee, when I am not in
San Jose I go down to Southern California
to be with my family, take them out and
enjoy life.”
On the field Tago has been a force for the
Spartans linebacking core for the past three
seasons. He has amassed 311 tackles, which
ranks 10th on the all time SJSU list.

KAVIN MISTRY
Every team needs a leader. Every team
needs that one guy that can step up and
inspire his team to victory. Every team
needs a fighter that can rally his team
when down and tell them to keep fighting
with him.
Linebacker Christian Tago is that leader
for San Jose State.
The Palmdale native is in his fifth season
with the Spartans, his third as a starting
middle linebacker and was named a captain
by his teammates in his junior year.
“It is amazing how fast time went by,”
Tago said. “I could see myself evolving over
time here and I feel great being a captain.”
He said he was honored when his
teammates chose him to become a captain
and saw himself as a vocal player on and
off the field.
“He is a super talented player,” said
linebacker Frank Ginda. “I learn a lot from
him and he is one of those players that is
really inspirational and he teaches me how
to diagnose plays.”
Tago said his family has had a large
influence on his football career, helping
him persevere through even the roughest
of seasons. He looks up to all of them as
role models.
“He [Tago’s grandfather] is one of
the hardest working men in my life
and he brought our family to America
from American Samoa and he never
complained once, Tago said.” “He never
asked for anything in exchange for what

Week 9 review

Coming off a tough road loss to San
Diego State, the Spartans will look to turn
the corner at home when they host UNLV
this Saturday at CEFCU Stadium.
This will be one of the lighter matchups
for SJSU in conference play this season
before they head to Boise State next week
for a brutal game against the Broncos on
the road.
The Rebels come into Saturday’s game
against the Spartans with a 3-5 on the season
and are coming off a loss to Colorado State
42-23 last Saturday.
Last season the Spartans won a thriller
over the Rebels in Las Vegas, when SJSU
blocked the field goal in overtime to go on
to win 33-27.
The Spartans will need to win each of
the remaining games for any chance of
reaching a bowl game.
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Follow Kavin on Twitter
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